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Irish Writing book. Read 3 reviews from the world's largest community for readers. This anthology traces the history of modern Irish literature from the ... Indeed, Irish superstition and mythology are very well represented here. There are speeches from the dock, nationalist poems, propaganda plays, cultural essays, translations from the Irish, reflections on Civil War, and feminist declarations. There is plenty of fun too. The usual suspects are well represented -- Lady Gregory, Yeats, Joyce, Stoker, Wilde, Synge (sadly, though, Samuel Beckett is only represented by a short excerpt from his novel Murphy) -- and there are plenty of talented "lesser lights" -- including Flann O'Brien, Ethna Carbery and Padraic Colum. This is, without The Irish Press (Irish: Scéala Éireann) was an Irish national daily newspaper published by Irish Press plc between 5 September 1931 and 25 May 1995. The paper's first issue was published on the eve of the 1931 Kilkenny v Cork All Ireland Hurling Final; other newspapers did not cover GAA sports in any detail at the time. Margaret Pearse, the mother of Padraig and Willie Pearse, pressed the button to start the printing presses. The initial aim of its publisher was to achieve a circulation of 100,000 Write Review: Guest. Send. Free Books Book Series Terms of service DMCA Privacy policy Support Help our project. © Read Any Book 2019.